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Part 1

Understanding Floating-point Arithmetic
Inn Logan

introduce two conventions that will help will now have to convert the above con-
us in conversion from decimal-floating- clusions so that they apply to binary-format
point to binary-floating-point, numbers.
1) Always express the mantissa starting First, consider the state when all binary

The aim of this article is to give the with the decimal-point, numbers represented integer values, that
reader some insight into the complex world 2) Do not attribute a sign to the mantissa, is:
of floating-point arithmetic. Since the 4K Simply state whether the value is positive Decimal Binary
ROM provided only integer arithmetic, or negative. So instead of: 45 0010 1101
readers who possess only this ROM will be Write: 255 1111 1111

unable to try the programs. Nevertheless 4(X)00E-4 .4El & positive In this state all values are integers and
they will be able to follow the text. 0.00678 .678E-2 & positive positive only. Next consider fixed-point
In the Sinclair Manual, ZX81 Basic -223.9 .2239E3 & negative binary numbers in which there is a fixed

Programming, chapter 27, Steven Vickers -0.7 .TE0 & negative binary-point separating the integer byte(s)shows that a floating-point number consists
of a single exponent byte and 4 mantissa These conventions can be considered to from the fraction bytes(s). That is:
bytes, but he gives no further information, be 'normalizing' the floating-point decimal Decimal Form Binary Form
In order to understand this subject it is number, integer point fraction
probably best to return to first principles--so With a decimal number in its'normalized' 45 0010 11Ol * 00000000
with pencil and paper to hand proceed, form we can now state that the mantissa is 45.5 0010 1101 * 100000(X)

the decimal part of the form and the 45.75 0010 1101 * 11000000
Decimal format exponent is the integer part after the 'E'. 45.875 0010 1101 * 11100000
In the beginning there were only simple The exponent is a signed integer and the

integers. But soon they begat decimal overallformiseitherpositiveornegative. Note that in a fixed-point number the
numbers, which have an integer part, a Consider the examples in Figure 1. The first bit after the binary-point represents
decimal-point and a decimal part. And in Fit_re i.
their turn decimal numbers begat E-format,
which has a mantissa part, an 'E' and an Decimal Normalized Exponent Mantissa +/.
exponent part.
For example, the number 'four' can be 4 .4El + 1 4 +

expressed as: 40 .4E2 +2 4 +
.4 .4E0 +0 4 +

4 - its integer value -40.0 .4E2 +2 4
4.000 - its decimal value -123.456 .123456E3 +3 123456
40(XX)E-4 - just one of many E-format

choices

It can readily be seen that in the E- reader is urged to try further examples, the value .5 and the second hit .25 etc.
format we have the essential parts of (Perhaps with a friend marking the (The values diminish by a factor of 2.)
floating-point notation for decimal numbers results.) However, it is also possible to consider

the fraction part byte by byte, which in
all given, but it is useful at this point to Binary Format decimal can be illustrated as follows:

As the 8K ROM program deals with From above, . l l l_ gives 224/256 as
ian Logan,24 NursesLane, Skellingthorpe, Lincoln binary-floating-point numbers and not the fraction part and this does give 0.875.
LN60TT. decimal-floating-point numbers, the reader Now at last the binary numbers can be
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Whereas Program 1 borrows the result Conclusions
of the ROM program to get to its answer, Floating-point notation is logical, tedious
Program 2, A Floating-point Builder, perhaps, but very useful.'normalized.' All that needs to be done is

for the whole number to be moved to the
left, or the right, as needed so that the F_ure 2.
most significant bit comes to be the first 1/2 dec. gives Exp. 0 Mantissa 128 0 0 0
bit of the fraction part. The exponent is but .5 dec. gives Exp. -1 Mantissa 255 255 255 255
then given as the number of moves made
(+ right, - left) and the mantissa is the
number of bits wanted from the fraction
part. develops the result by successive muitipli- By way of lighter relief this month's
Hence from above: cations, divisions, and subtractions. So try game is an example of Basic programming

Program 2 in order to become more familiar that shows how bytes can be saved in 8K
Decimal Exponent Mantissa with binary floating-point numbers. ROM programs--who said the 8K ROM
Form Note: The lines 170, 180, and 210 are all wastes bytes?
45 +6 (dec.) 10110100 attempts to get around the problem of The idea of the game is simply to find a
45.875 +6 (dec.) 10110111 'rounding' errors. However, the serious number that results in the pattern filling

(a bit is lost) reader might be interested in the fact that the whole board. My best score so far is

Note that in the example with a mantissa with an initial value of A such as 8 then the about 100.
being limited to just 8 bits that the values value of A at line 170 is: Remember that RND generates a given.999999999 < A < 1 series of numbers, depending on the SEED
45.75 and 45.875 cannot be distinguished. 'PRINT A' gives 1, but 'IF A = 1' is false, for its starting point, but additional dummyThis shows why the 8K ROM uses not one
but 4 bytes for the mantissa and even then The explanation lies in the fact that A calls to RND will create new series. E.g.,
it 'rounds' off values--sometimes incon- has the binary value of: 145 POKE 0,RND

would be economic for a simple arithmetic
veniently. EXP. 0, Mantissa 127 255 255 253 series--alternate calls to RND are used by
But how are negative numbers dealt instead of the expected the 'pattern.'

with? Well, it iseasy; there isjust a statement EXP. 1 , Mantissa 128 0 0 0 Part 2 of"Understanding Floating-point
made to say whether the value is positive and therefore shows that the COMPARI- Arithmetic" will discuss the third language
or negative. For example: SON operation is of greater sensitivity than of the 8K ROM--the Calculator Lan-
Decimal Exponent Mantissa +/- the PRINT operation, guage.
Form Does this 'bug' account for some pro-

gramming problems? Bibliography
255 +8 (dec.) 11111111 + Sinclair ZX81 ROMDisassembly, Part
-255 +8 (dec.) 11111111 Sioclair floating-point conventions A: O000H-OOF54 H, by Dr. Ian Logan.
Now it is time to run Program 1. This So far in this article I have described the Melbourne House outlets--£7. (Deals with

Floating-point Demonstration Program asks use of the true exponent and the true the 'operating system' part of the 8K ROM
the user to enter any decimal number that mantissa, but in Sinclair machines the program).
he may wish, including fraction parts and floating-point numbers follow two conven- Sinclair ZXSI ROM Disassembly, Part
'E's ' The program then returns the true tions which are: B: 0F55 H-1DFE H, by Dr. Ian Logan and
exponent, e', and the four bytes of the I) The exponent byte always has 128 Dr. Frank O'Hara. Melbourne House
mantissa. ( e' is the exponent as developed decimal, Hex.80, added to it, unless it is outlets--£8. (Deals with 'expression eval-
above.) For example, entering the number the exponent for the value zero when the uation' and the 'calculator routines' in full
255 gives: exponent is always zero. Hence the 'aug- detail).
Decimal number 255 mented exponent,' e, is the 'true exponent,'
Its exponent 8 e', + 128. (See how in line 120 of Program
And mantissa 255 0 0 0 0 1 this is taken into account.) ZXSOROM SWITCH
And it is POSITIVE 2) The true numeric bit 7 of the first (and Keyboard Beeper,
and entering -9.9E37 will give: byte of the mantissa which is always set in and LOAD Processor)
Decimal number -9.9E+37 a floating-point that has been 'normalized' Now you can use your 4K or 8K software
Its exponent 127 is understood to be present and the bit at the flick of a switch!
And mantissa 148 245 105 108 replaced by a sign-bit. This bit is set for With options, the basic unit becomesall-
And it is NEGATIVE negative numbers and reset for positive in-one, a Rein Switch with ZX-80 auto-
Note: The last value can be checked by numbers (and zero). (See how in line 140 reset, a Keyboard Beeper, and a Cassette-

trying the line: of Program 1 this is taken into account.) Load Processor.
PRINT (148/256+ 245/256**2+ 105/25 Fo make this clear consider the examples The Processor lets you load with anytape output from 1 to 7 volts-automa-
6"'3+ 180/256"'4)'2"* 126*2 in Figure 3. tically. Iteven lets you hear the program
which gives 9.9E+37 as expected. (Note as you load!
that 2**126*2 is used to prevent overflow.) Figure:3 Everything fits inside your ZX80, for con-
Program 1 works by reading the floating- Decimal venience and simplicity.
point number that has been attributed to Format True Format Sioclair Format

Basic Switch Kit: $24.95
the variable A as that number occurs in Exp. Mant. Exp. Mant. Assembled, Warranted: $30.95
the variable area of the RAM. Certain 1.0 1 128 0 0 0 129 0 0 0 0 Full-Featured Kit: $34.95
changes have to be made to these bytes in 2.0 2 128 0 0 0 130 0 0 0 0 Assembled, Warranted: $49.95
order to give the true exponent and the -2.0 2 128000 130 128000 Toorder, send check or M.O. to:
appropriate mantissa. Note for interest the 3.0 2 192 0 0 0 130 64 0 0 0 Marex Electronic=
differences between values of A that ought -3.0 2 192 0 0 0 130 192 0 0 0 2805 Abbeyville Rd.
to be the same. See Figure 2. The later 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Valley CRy,OH 44280
result is a 'rounding' error.
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._m !: FloslinR-point Demonslradon Protqram Unear
10 I°R'rNT RT 17..,.: "'ENTER RPCY NU Anyclecimalnumber. ----Ue'es'aonHBER'"
_0 "rNPUT R

3. c.s Jon T. Passler4-0 LE'T U ==PEEK 194-9m +2S6 tPEEK 3- Get the presentvalueof
64- 01 VARS.

59 DIM 15 (S) Forthe 5 bytes.
E,l_ FOR C = 1 TO 5 Get each bytefromthe The "Linear"'=regression""rrogramcom-70 LET B tC) =PEEK (U+C) variablearea.
00 NEXT c putes the linear relationship between two
90 PRZNT "'DECZHRL NUHBER"; TFIB sets of variables, expressed as the linear175 R
100 PRZN'r regression equation, and calculates the
110 PRINT
3-20 PRINT "'IT5 EXPONUNT",;TRB 3-7 coefficient of determination, an indicator

; I_ ( X ) -- 11_(_ t ( B ( 1 ) < 3,0 _ Form the trueex0onent, of the strength of the relationship. Given aa.30 pRTNT
14.9 pRT_NT "'RNO f'IRNTZ55R".;TRB X7 set of two variables labelled X and Y, the

.; tR< >0) [" tB (_D) +128Q (IB t=_3 <129) ) .;TR Form the truemantissa.
a 23..; B (3) .;TFIB 25,; IB (4.) .: TRB ;Zg; e t_ program will yield an equation describing

Y as a function of X.159 PRINT
160 PRINT "'RND IT TS"'jTRB 17_. "'g Give the sign. Thesevariables can be taken from any,.351rTIUE'" FIND (R>=O) j "'NEGFITZVE

ND (FI<e) situation in which a logical relationship is
179 RUN expected, such as rainfall and crop yield,

the prime interest rate and auto sales, or
time and any variable which changes

Proltntm2: Flemti_-ipolatBuilder. (generally in one direction) over a period
of time. For a time series, X can be expressed

19 INPUT R Any decirnal value, in periods, starting with period 1._0 CLS
39 LET B=SGN R Keep thesign. The coefficient of determination, R2 or4.9 PR'rNT "'DECZPIRL NUHBER:" 5TRIB

zT.: n R squared, is a measure of how much of50 LET R =RB_ FI Ignorenegativesign.
60 PRINT the variability in Y is "explained" by, or
70 PRINT related to, the variability in X. R2 variesS9 LET E=O Setexponentto zero.
90 PRZNT "" Z'T5 EXPONENT",_TRB 3-7 between 0 and 1, and R2 multiplied by 100;E • m199 1"1= R>= 5 RNO R¢=1 OR R 9 TH Exitwhen "normalized." gives a percent indication of the validity

EN ,=-or o x_9 of, or accuracy in, expressing Y as a function119 LET Ere-eFt<l) +tROt) Exponentchangesbyone.
120 LET R=ReI.,S+3..5"X'IR<I)) A chenesby .5or 2 fold. of X.3.39 PR INT RT 3 • 1"7,; E Watch itchangingin SLOW.
3.4.9 GOTO xo9 For a quick example, let Y = l + 2" X.150 PRINT
160 pRTNT "RND HRNTT55R"jTRB 17 If X = 1, 2, and 3, then Y would be 3, 5,

S 179 IF n>.cJg9999999 THEN LET R= and 7. Run the program, enter a 3 in
1 Seetext. response to the number of entries, then189 LET F = o 993_Q6_4_g97 Atittle under 11256.
3.99 FOR (3=1 TO 4- Eachmantimmbyte, enter X's and Y'spairwise, or, to mix things_99 LET H=TNT (R/F) The dacimal value.
a19 "rF H>255 THEN LET H=128 Fora roundingerror, up a bit, enter 2, 5, 3, 7 and 1, 3. You
220 PRINT H.; .... The byte and a "smme." should get the equation Y = 1 + 2 * X;230 LET R=R-INT (R/F) _P- DecreaseA.
24-9 LET F=F/256 Changefor eachbyte. back, and an R2 of 1, or 100%, since the
2_0-_039PRzNTNEXT_ equation perfectly describes the relationship
;270 PRINT between each pair of entries.;289 PRINT "'RND 3L-r IS".;TRO 3.7; "'P Fetch the sign.

OSZ'" RND tB>=9).;"NEGR'" RND (B<I) Linear regression ean be used to approx-"'TXVE'"
age RUN imate the value of one variable (given the

value of another), identify the trend in
time series and forecast future values, or

Program3: Floeflns-polatNumberGame evaluate the influence of one variable on
another (R2).

10 PRINT tqT VFIL "20",NOT PI;"N
EU NUHBERT'" Jon T. Passler, 344 Cabot St., Beverly, MA 01915.=_m INPUT" N

30 RRND N
4.0 CLS

0 ;ia PRINT "N OF I-IrEPIS?'"
LRN ) ;TRE UFI 30 ZNPUT N• 0 LET _Xm=_

50 LET _yml
I_5_L_ XXm9

00 LET FI==VFIL "'7"" ?e LET YY==Q
90 LLrr 0==FI _0 LET XY==O

100 LE'r C==NO'T pT 9_ pRTNT "'ZNPUT X/5 RND Y/S'"
111 LET D==URL "30"" re9 FOR Rm_l TO N
1_0 LLrr D=D-SGN PZ t¢9 XF R)_L_ THEN 5CI_OLL
t30 ZP' OmNOT pT THEN RUN 'tee ZNPUT Xt3e PRXNT X; .... ;240 LLrT E=INT (RNDIZNT PZ)-SGN lt9 ZNPUrl" T

pT 16_ PRINT Y
1_S_ LE'r F=IN'r (RNDtZNT PI)-SGN 1.69 LET SX=SX.X

170 LET _Y=_Y.Y
PRINT

PI_ FIT 1_30_B ,I.U a_ LET XY,XY.X_Y17I IF PEEK ( ., ,, _.90 LET W,,W+RIS5 Vtt2
Fill. "aSS" _PEEK t.qqL "3-1S309"" ) ( >NOT 21e NEXT R
PI THEN g0'TO UIRL "l_e" Ea9 eL5
18I PRINT "_" 230 PRINT
ll]JO LL/_ ClC4-_J_N p'r a4._D I=RXN'r "'Y . :'_, (XX}SY--SX_-XY)I
¢)el) PRINT AT UFK. "18,,NOT PZ;"lb (NeXX-RI_, ISXte._), + "'.; (NeXY--_,Xe

TRR_ = *'; C SY) / (NeXX-RBS SX_) ; " , x"2_(B PR ZN'r
_10 L.Lrl " RmA.I-E 269 PRZNT "'R_ ffi ":.RE5 ((NeXY-_SX• EI _ EII_ ISY) / ( (NIXX-RBS SXll2) _t,S_. (NIW
_30 OOTO VFIL "110" -RBS SYee_2)_*.S))_a
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8K ROM
IK RAM

Part 2

Understanding Floating-point Arithmetic
Dr. lan Logan

A Demonstrathm Program
The only way to understand well just how a STACK

OPERATING language is used is to produce a simple
In the last article I described how decimal numbers are demonstration program and then as experience is gained to

convened to their floating-point formfor the 8KROMmonitor make the program more ambitious.
program, but I did not discuss how floating-point numbers are Program 1--A Basic Stack Calculator is such a program
then manipulated. In this article I shall describe the workings written for a IK ZX81. The firstpartof the program--lines 10-
on the 'third language' of the 8K ROM--the CALCULATOR 70--creates a small 'calculator stack' that appears on the
LANGUAGE--that is used to add, subtract, multiply, divide screen as a stack of 5 locations each capable of holding a single
and generally manipulate floating-point numbers, decimal number. The very impdrtant 'last location' pointer is
The CALCULATOR LANGUAGE then shown.Thispointer tells the userwhichlocation iscurrently
This language is a STACK OPERATING language and is the holder of the 'last value,' i.e., the location that holds the

used to put numbers on to the calculator stack of the ZXS0/81, topmost number of the 'current stack.'
remove numbers from the calculator stack, perform operations There aremany points thatcan be made about stack systems
on the numbers that are already on the stack and make safety but perhaps the most important point is that numbers are not
copies of numbers by copying them to the calculator's memory removed from a stack but always copied fromit andwith each
area. 'removal' the actions involved are a copying of the 'last value'

F_me !. and the decreasing of the STACK POINTER, in this case, the
Address HEX. code Mmemonie Comment 'last location' pointer.
OAEF ED RST 0028,FP-CALC. i.e. CALL 0028 In lines 100-130 the programawaits the user's entry and then
OAFO 01 DEFB +01 Operation T jumps accordingly. In this first program there are 5 operations
OAF1 34 DEFB +34 Operation '52' that can be performed:

1) Input a number: The user is asked for a number and this
number goes to the top of the stack.

As an exarnpleof how the languageisused, the firstoccurrence 2) Print a number: The 'last value' is displayed and the
of the language is shown in full from the listing of the 8K program pauses for a key to be pressed before proceeding.
program in Figure 1.This can be shown by entering the Basic Printing the 'last value' does 'remove' it from the stack and
line: hence loses the value. Any attempt to print a 'last value' from
PRINT PEEK 2799,,PEEK 2800,,PEEK 2801 an empty stack leads to failure.

which gives: 3) Adding two numbers: When thereare at least two numbers
239 on the stack, the last two numbers can be added together. This
1 operation has the effect of losing the second operand.
52 4) Subtracting two numbers: The difference between the
This example shows that the first step required is to call the last two numbers becomes the 'last value.'

calculator subroutine. This is done using an indirect jump 5) Multiplying two numbers: The product of the last two
throughthe RESTART at 0028.The actualcalculatorsubroutine numbers becomes the 'last value.'
occurs at 199C in the 'unimproved' ROM and at 199D in the Program I shows that a stack of 5 locations and the handling
'improved' ROM. of 5 operations can be performed on a 1K machine but the
The bytes of data that follow an RST 0028 instruction are reader isurged to add extra operations ifextra RAM isavailable,

the operation codes of the CALCULATOR LANGUAGE. In or to replace the existing 5 operations if not. Suitable operations
this example the first operation to be performed is operation to be added are EXCHANGE, DELETE, DUPLICATE, SQR,
T thatasks the calculator to EXCHANGE the top twonumbers **and SIN.
on the calculator stack. The second operation is operation Some examples for a beginner to try are:
'52.'This is the END-CALC. operation whichshows the calculator a) Print the sum of 2.55and 3.66. This will involve selecting
that there are no further manipulations to be performed, operation T and entering the value 2.55, selecting operation
In the 8K ROM program there are about 40 calls to the T and entering the value 3.66, selecting operation '3' to add

calculator subroutine and practically all of them are a good the two numbers and finally to select operation '2' to print thedeal more complicated than this first example from the PRINT result.
command routine, b) Print the product of 2.55 and 3.66. This will involve the

sames step as before but operation '5'isused instead of operation
Dr. fan Logan, 24 Nurses Lane, Skellingthorpe, Lincoln LN60TT. '3'.
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It is customary to describe the steps involved in what is 33- Perform the 'ATN' function.
termed 'Reverse Polish Notation' in which commas are used to 34- Perform the 'LN ' function. (Note: Decimal 34)
separate the operations. In the present cases the results would 35- Perform the 'EXP' function.
be: 36- Perform the 'INT ' function.
For 37- Perform the 'SQR' function.

PRINT the result of 2.55 + 3.66' 38- Perform the 'SGN ' function.
write 39- Perform the 'ABS ' function.
STACK 2.55, STACK 3.66, ADD, PRINT' 40- Perform the 'PEEK' fufiction and thereby return the
or more simply 'last value' equalling the value held in a location.
'2.55,3.66,+'. 41- Perform the 'USR ' function and return with the 'last
For value' equalling the value of the BC register pair.

'PRINT the result of 2.55*3.66' 42- Perform the 'STR$' function.
write 43- Perform the 'CHR$' function.
'2.55,3.66,*'. 44- Perform the 'NOT' function.

The reader is urged to try his own, more complicated, Note: All the above functions overwrite the 'last value' with
examples before proceeding to consider the operations of the the result, i.e., they modify the 'last value' as required.8K ROM's CALCULATOR LANGUAGE.

45- The 'last value' is simply duplicated.
The OPERATIONS of the CALCULATOR LANGUAGE 46- A MODULUS operation. The first operand, N, is
So far I have described the CALCULATOR LANGUAGE overwritten with the 'remainder,' and the 'last value,'

as dealing only with floating-point numbers but this is not the M, is overwritten with the 'quotient,' INT (N/M).
whole answer as the language also manipulates character 47- A simple jump.
strings. It does this by considering, when required, the 'last 48- A STACK DATA operation. The following 2-5 bytes
value' as being a set of parameters that describes the string--the are treated as data bytes, expanded and passed to the
second and third bytes hold the pointer to the start of the string stack.
and the fourth and fifth bytes the counter for its length. (The 49- A DECREASE THE COUNTER operation. The system
first byte is redundant.) variable BERG can be used as a counter and this
The actual operations are: (operation codes in decimal) operation in effect performs a DJNZ instruction.
0- Jump if 'last value' is true. 50- Jump if 'last value' is negative.

51- Jump if 'last value' is positive.1- Exchange the top two values.
2- Delete the 'last value.' 52- The END-CALC. operation that forces an EXIT from
3- Subtract the 'last value' from the value beneath it. the calculator subroutine.
4- Multiply the top two values. 53- A REDUCE ARGUMENT operation to modify the
5- Divide the first value by the 'last value.' argument of a SIN and a COS.
6- Raise the first value to the power of the 'last value.' 54- A TRUNCATE operation that modifies the 'last value'
7- Logically 'OR' the top two numbers, to give its 'integer towards zero' result.
8- Logically'AND' the top two numbers. 55- The special SINGLE OPERATION used by the
9- Test the top two numbers for '<=" EXPRESSION EVALUATOR.
10. Test the top two numbers for '>=' 56- An E-TO-FP operation in which the first operand is
11- Test the top two numbers for '<>' multiplied by 10 to the power of the 'last value.'
12- Test the top two numbers for '>' 134- Call the SERIES GENERATOR passing to it 6 constants.
13- Test the top two numbers for '<' 136- Call the SERIES GENERATOR passing to it 8 constants.
14- Test the top two numbers for '=' 140- Call the SERIES GENERATOR passing to it 12 con-
15- Add the last two numbers together, stants.
16- Logically 'AND' a string and a number. 160- STACK ZERO. Put the value zero on the stack.
17- Test the top two strings for'<=' 161- STACK ONE. Put the value one on the stack.
18- Test the top two strings for '>=' 162- STACK a HALF. Put the value 1/2 on the stack.
19- Test the top two strings for '<>' 163- STACK PI/2. Put the value PI/2 on the stack.164- STACK TEN. Put the value ten on the stack.
20. Test the top two strings for '>' 192- 'ST-MEM-0'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-0.
21- Test the top two strings for'<' 193- 'ST-MEM-I'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-I.
22- Test the top two strings for '=' 194- 'ST-MEM-2'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-2.
23- Concatenate the top two strings. 195- 'ST-MEM-3'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-3.
Note: All the above operations (except operation '0') are 196- 'ST-MEM-4'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-4.

binary operations and require two operands. The result 197- 'ST-MEM-5'. Store the 'last value' in MEM-5.
'overwrites' the first operand and this creates a 'new last value,' 224- 'GET-MEM-0'. Put the value from MEM-0 on the
the second operand is thereby 'deleted.' stack.
Note: A logical operation will, if the result is FALSE, return 225- 'GET-MEM-I'. Put the value from MEM-I on the

a 'last value' of zero and, if TRUE, a 'last value' of not-zero, stack.
usually one. 226- 'GET-MEM-2'. Put the value from MEM-2 on the

24- Perform the 'unary minus' operation, stack.
25- Perform the 'CODE' function. 227- 'GET-MEM-3'. Put the value from MEM-3 on the
26- Perform the'VAL' function, stack.
27- Perform the 'LEN' function. 228- 'GET-MEM-4'. Put the value from MEM-4 on the
28- Perform the 'SIN ' function, stack.
29- Perform the'COS'function. 229- 'GET-MEM-5'. Put the value from MEM-5 on the
30- Perform the 'TAN ' function, stack.
31- Perform the'ASN' function. Note: Operations 48, 160-164, and 224-229 all provide a
32- Perform the 'ACS ' function, means of putting additional numbers on the calculator stack.
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Note: The printing of a floating-point number is not done by Overall View
a CALCULATOR operation bu( by the PRINT A FLOATING- In this article I have tried to show the essential features of
POINT NUMBER subroutine at 15D7--unimproved ROM the CALCULATOR LANGUAGE, but I have kept away from
(15DB-- improved ROM) discussing how the calculator subroutine might be used. However,
Note: Storing a 'last value' does not 'delete' it. it would be useful to include a slightly more complicated

'YOUR FIRST WORDS' example from the 8K program.The function TAN modifies the value of the 'last value' so
In order to write machine code subroutines that use the that it goes from say, X to TAN X. In the 8K ROM program the

CALCULATOR LANGUAGE it is simply a matter of following actual subroutine is situated at 1D6D-- unimproved ROM
the rules: (16DE--improved ROM). See Figure 2.a) Call the calculator.
b) Stack your numbers. FSr,re2.
c) Manipulate them. RST 0028 - With X as a 'last value' call the calculator.
d) Exit from the calculator. Stack holds X.

DEFB +2D - Operation 45 and the 'last value' is duplicated.Program 2--Producing A Constant shows a very simple
operation being performed. As it is written, the operation 160 Stack holds X, X.
is used to make the 'last value' on the stack a zero and this zero DEFB +1C - Operation 28and SIN Xisfound. Stackholds
is subsequently printed. X, SIN X.
The numbers that are available as constants are limited and DEFB +01 - Operation 1--exchange the values. Stack holds

therefore an alternative method of passing values from Basic SIN X, X.
to the calculator stack is needed. Program 3--Stack Any DEFB + ID - Operation 29 and COS X is found. Stack holds
Number is therefore the next stage to be reached. This program SIN X, COS X.
shows how numbers can be transferred to the stack via the DEFB -605 - Operation 5. The two values are divided. Stack
calculator's memory area. In the program the 5 bytes of the holds SIN X/COS X and as TAN X = SIN
floating-point form are transferred to MEM-O and then in the X/COS X always the stack holds only TAN X.
CALCULATOR PROGRAM the number is copied from MEM- DEFB -634 - Operation 52--leave the calculator.
O by using operation 224. RET - Return to the calling subroutine.

THE ZX80 HOME COMPUTER PACKAGE
Programs that every HOME COMPUTER should have:

COMPOSER um a color overlayto produce• multi-octavekeyboardfor thecreationof
electronic music. Compoaltlons of hundreds of notes can be savedon tape for later
editing, broadcastto nearby AM radio or TY, or recordeddirectly into a tape recorder.
Changescan be easily made.

EI_H-A-Ir_REEN CHECKBOOK BALANCER
painttextandgraphicson thescreen.Storescreen Keeparunningtabulationofyourbankaccount.Reconciles

displayontapeforlaterviewingormodification, bankstatementtocurrentactualbalance,anddisplaysboth.
Storesanddisplaysup to 30 unclearedmonthlytransac-

ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD tions.
CALCULATORUseyourcomputerasa disptaycenter.Displaysyourmes-

sagein giant letterswhichmovecontinuouslyacrossthe Giveyourcomputerhigh-precisionfloatingpointarithmetic.
screen.Savemessagesontape. Multipliesordividestwonumbersrangingfrom.0000000001

to9999999999.

$995gram, two reference cards, two keyboard overlays, a blank score sheet, and a blank •
SCREEN DISPLAY sheeL

For the ZX 80 • MicroAco with 4K BASIC and 1 K memory or more NO POSTAGE.
NO HANDLING.

SUPER Z NO SALES TAX.
SUPER Z buUclsmachine-code modules that add sevennewstatements to ZXS0 and
MicroAce 41(BASIC:TAB, SCROLL, MEM, PAUSE,READ,RESTORE,and DATA. Most
statementsam used in the formof, usa function, (like PillNT usa (MEM) whichprints LEM
the amount of unusedmemory).
Expend your 41( BASIC with SUPER Z. The SUPER Z package contains • manual, CODE 205
reference cards, and a _e with the SUPER Z program, a reedy-to-use SUPER Z
module with all instructions,and a SUPER Z demonstrationprogram. Send check or BOX 2382money order for $9.95 to LAMO-LEM LABS.

SENDFOROURCATALOGOFZXB00MICROACE,APPLE.ANDT157, LA JOLLA, CA 92038
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Any reader who wishes to understand the CALCULATOR In the Random Number Graph the user is asked to provide a
LANGUAGE is urged to read: starting seed value for the random number generator and the
SINCLAIR ZX81ROMDisassembly, Part A: O000H-OF54H, program then takes the next 200 random numbers for its
Dr. Ian Logan, and Part B." OF55H-IDFEH, by Dr. Ian analysis.

Logan and Dr. Frank O'Hara. Part A deals mainly with the The program produces a 'curve' that shows just how 'non-
operating system whereas Part B deals mainly with the random' the pseudo-number generator actually is in the 8K
CALCULATOR LANGUAGE as discussed above. The books ROM.

published by Melbourne House (Publishers) Ltd. I would be interested to know if anyone finds a seed value
This month's program is not a game but a program that that gives a straight line--remember that the sequence of

shows the 'randomness' of RND. (A ZX80 4K ROM program random numbers can be changed by addition of a dummy call
this type was included in The ZX80 Companion) to RND.

Listing !: A Basic Stack Calculator.

TO DIH R fURL "5") THE 5T_CK H_ _=3LOCATIC,,HS.
;° 0 LET I--VAL "CO" Z 15 A DUMMY UARIABLZ.
30 LET P=SGN PI P IJILL POINT TO THE FIg:_.T
¢0 CL5 LOCAT ICb_,.
50 F'OR B=VRL "5" TO _ON PI ,_TE
-.%GN PI
60 PRINT "LOC. ";B; " HOLD;=5",R(B)
70 NEXT B
80 PRINT RT URL "B",,NOT Pl} ...... 5HOL! IJHZCH LC:CATION iJFi_., THE

LRST .... LOC. 15 ";P-5GN PX "LA_.T LOCATION".
g0 PRINT RT VRL "I_",NOT PI;"E

F_TER CODE"
100 PRINT " (%-IN..,2-PR. ,3-RDD,¢ _.CCEPT TNE OPERATION CODE.

-_UB •5-MULT) "
110 INPUT B
1RO LET P=P-,_GN pT ['EC:g:ER6E !_. F'C:_'I-NTER=
3.30 (_0TO B-X-URL ";_O0" ,JUMP RCCO.-:_DIIqG TO TNE CODE,

INPUT A NUMBER
_-OO PRINT AT VRL "I'-_".,NOT PI.;"I

NV'UT VALUE"
-_10 INPUT B C4CCEPT _ L._ALUE.
2;_0 LET A(R+6_N Pl)=B A551GN THE L;ALLtE.
230 LET P=P+UAL -;o,, "rNCREASE THE POINTER.
R¢0 GOTO Z 5TBRT _.C_I=IIN=

PRINTA NUMBER
"4.00 PRINT RT URL "lg",NOT PI.; "L

._ST URLUE : ".;Q(P) PRINT THE "LA:_=.T U'_LUE".
-I-10 PRU_E Z_-Z tJRIT FOR R KEY TO BE PRE_.SED.
,I-_,c0 GOTO Z 5TART RGAIt--I.

ADD TWO NUMBERS
C_-00 LET A (P-SI;N PI) =R (P-SGN PI) ._DD THE NLtM_.ERS.

610 GOTO Z _TART AGAIN.
SUBTRACTTWONUMBERS

B00 LET A (P-_GN PI) =A(P-SGN PI._ SUBTRACT THE NLiMBE_,
-A (P)
_10 GOT0 Z 5TART F_GRIN.

MULTIPLY TWO NUMBERS
lOOB LET A(P-_=..GN Pl)=RfP-_GN PI) MULTIPLY THE NLIPIBEA_,.
*R (P.'.
3.OIO GOTO Z -_TRRT AGAIN.

Note:In orderto get thisprogramworkingina IK machine,thevalueszeroandonehavebeen
replacedbyNOT PI andSONPI respectively;all otherintegersareenteredasVAL strinRsandthe
dummyvariableZ isused.If morethanIK RAM isavailable,thennoneof thesefeaturesneedtobe
included.

Listing 2: Producinga Commtant.

REH U_E THE PRINTER BUFFER
10 LET R=164-4-4-
15 REH CALL THE CALCULATOR
20 POKE A,2_g AST 00_8
_5 REM CHOOSE AN OPERATION IN

THE RANGE 160-16_.
30 POKE A-k1, 3.60 OPERATION "'!50"
35 REH EXIT FROH CRLCULRTOR
¢0 POKE A+_.'•5_ OPERATION "5@"
4._ REM CALL PRINT-NUHBER
_O POKE R_O.,R_5 CALL 15D7 (OR 15DB)
60 POKE R.4.,,215 (USE 219 FOR IHPROUED ROM)
70 ROKE R+5,_:}.
75 REH EXIT FROH USR
_0 POKE A._.,_ PET
85 REH R 5IMPLE HERDER
90 PRINT "LAST URLUE UA5 "$
95 REH RUN HACHINE CODE

_00 RAND U_R A
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Listiag3: StackAnyNumber.

AEM ENTER YOUR HUHBER
10 INPUT N Note:Thetransferofthe5 bytesfromthevariable
15 REM TRANSFER IT TO HElt-O areacanbe donein machinecodeasshownin
20 LET U:PEEK 164.00+_6-_PEEt< 3- Figure3.

6_-01
_0 FOR B:I TO 5
¢0 POKE 164.76+B,PEEK (U+B)
50 NEXT B
60 LET A:1_4._-4.
70 POKE R,_9 RST 00_8
75 REM CHOOSE YOUR 0PERAT.IEON#

NOV AND INCLUDE OPERATION "224."
80 POKE R+1,2:_4. OPERATION "2-_4. -
90 POKE R-k;2,5;_ 0PERRTZON "'5-:,'"

100 POKE F1+3,_05 CALL 15D.-: (].SDB)
_-_LO POKE A+4..,_'I_ (USE 219 FOR IMPROVED _'.OH)
1_0 POKE R+5,_1
130 POKE A+6,201 RET
14.0 PRINT "TH_ NUMBER UAS ".;
_.50 RAND U-_R R

FIg_.e3

LD HL,(VARS)
INC HL
LD BC, + 0005
LD DE,(STKEND) Use STKEND for direct transfer to
LDIR the stack, or MEMBOT to use MEM-O.
LD (STKEND),DE (stacking only)

Listing4: TheRsndom Number Grsph Progrsm

10 pR'IrNT RT URL "_LB".,NOT PZ.; "ENTER NUMBER"
20 INPUT N SUPPLY A SEED ¢-_,55_5
:30 CLS
4-0 PRINT "RRNDOM NUMBER GRAPH"
50 PRINT ......... :: ::: "
60 RAND N
70 DIH R(VRL "10") THE ARRAY5 FO_. THE 2-C: G_OO_580 DIM B(VRL ""10"')
90 FOR N=SGN pT TO UAL "100" TAKE 100 CALL5 T0 RND

100 LET R--SON PI+INT (VAL "'10"_ RND CREATE GROUP5 FOR EACH TENT__.
RND) IE :3.., ._., Q "= • _ - , , =., o
i10 LET R(R:f :RtR).SeN PI COUNT THE_ GROUPING5120 NEXT N
!30 FOR N=SGN pl" TO UAL "5"' _HAPF THF GRAPH BY T_K-T-N_ THE
14.0 LET K:N OUTER PF_IR., THE h'E;<T PF_IP..,ETC250 GO_UB UAL "300"
160 LET K:VRL "'11"'-N
170 GOSUB UAL ":300"
• _0 NEXT N
1_0 F0R N---SON PZ TO VAL "10" PRINT THE GRAPH
_0 PRINT "+".;TAB B(N).;"ilI'" GRAPHIC SHIFTED_:LO NEXT N
220 PRINT "0123_5_7_901234.5S7B_ PRINT TNE 5C._LE
_30 RUN
300 LET M:UAL "50" SET M A5 R UP,E,ER LI.HIT
310 FOR O=SGN pT TO UAL "10" LOOK AT THE 10 5CORE_
3_-0 IF H<:R(J) THEN GOTO VRL "3 RS,SIGN THE LOUEST TOTal TO B(K)_O,.
330 LET H=R_J)
3-.,¢0LE'T k=J
_50 NEXT d
360 LET B(K):RtL) ,%ET EACH "'LOUE_T TOTal:' TO ,q
370 LET AtL)=URL "'_0"" HIGH VALUE.. TO _HOU IT HA5
380 RETURN BEEN USEE>

RUN--[ suggest in FAST.
Note:Ifmorenumberswouldbe preferred,change,e.g., as follows:
For 10,000randomnumber:

90 FORN=SGN PITO VAL"10000"
and
110LETA(R)= AIR)+VAL ".01"
This gives an almost straightline froma starting seed of 1.
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